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Multiplicative operations are important in sensory processing1–5, but their biophysical implementation remains largely
unknown5–10. We investigated an identified neuron (the lobula
giant movement detector, LGMD, of locusts) whose output firing
rate in response to looming visual stimuli has been described by
two models, one of which involves a multiplication. In this
model, the LGMD multiplies postsynaptically two inputs (one
excitatory, one inhibitory) that converge onto its dendritic
tree11,12; in the other model, inhibition is presynaptic to the
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LGMD13,14. By using selective activation and inactivation of
pre- and postsynaptic inhibition, we show that postsynaptic
inhibition has a predominant role, suggesting that multiplication
is implemented within the neuron itself. Our pharmacological
experiments and measurements of firing rate versus membrane
potential also reveal that sodium channels act both to advance the
response of the LGMD in time and to map membrane potential to
firing rate in a nearly exponential manner. These results are
consistent with an implementation of multiplication based on
dendritic subtraction of two converging inputs encoded logarithmically, followed by exponentiation through active membrane
conductances.
Several insect behaviours rely on tracking motion in depth:
landing15, hovering flight16 and collision avoidance17–19. These
behaviours probably depend on different neural computations as
animals actively move towards a target or, conversely, experience the
approach of a moving threat. The LGMD (Fig. 1a) is an identified
neuron located in the third visual neuropile of the locust optic lobe
(lobula), and is part of a circuit thought to be involved in the
generation of escape behaviours (Fig. 1b). It responds vigorously to
solid objects approaching on a collision course with the animal17,18
(Fig. 1b, c). The LGMD fires throughout object approach with a rate
that increases, peaks, and decreases as collision becomes imminent11,12. Responses are typically brisker for small or fast-moving
objects, leading to higher peak firing rates ( fpeak, Fig. 1d, top). But
the timing of the peak firing rate is independent of the object’s
approach speed or size, and always follows with a fixed delay the
time at which the object reaches a fixed threshold angular size, vthres,
on the retina12. This is seen by plotting the timing of the peak
relative to collision (tpeak) as a function of the ratio l/jvj, where l is
the object’s half-size and jvj its approach speed (Fig. 1b, d, bottom).
The trigonometric relationship between l, v and the angular size,
v(t), subtended by the object during approach causes the points of
such a graph to fall on a straight line if tpeak occurs with a fixed delay,
d, relative to vthres (refs 11, 12). The slope, a, of this straight line is
related to vthres (ref. 12) and its y intercept equals d. Such a linear
relation is indeed observed experimentally11,12 (Fig. 1d, bottom;
vthres ¼ 178, d ¼ 25 ms). Thus for the LGMD in this animal, the
peak firing rate always occurred 25 ms after the object reached 178 in
angular size, independent of v or l.
The peak firing rate of the LGMD was not the only parameter
related to threshold angular size during object approach: the time,
tthres, at which the firing rate reached a given value, here arbitrarily
set at 50 spikes s21 (Fig. 1c triangle), also fell on a straight line
(n ¼ 10) as a function of l/jvj (Fig. 1d, bottom), and therefore
anticipated with a fixed delay (here 101 ms, Fig. 1d) the time at
which the object’s angular size reached a fixed value (108). This
implies that decoding the LGMD’s output by detecting either the
peak or an arbitrary threshold instantaneous firing rate (.50
spikes s21) conveys a reliable indicator of angular size during
looming. The delay between angular threshold and peak firing
time is independent of body temperature, arousal level, contrast,
variations in shape or texture of the approaching object and
direction of approach12,20. Thus, angular threshold might be the
image-based retinal variable used to trigger escape responses in the
face of an impending collision. Indeed, a leg flexion (presumably in
preparation for an escape jump) has been shown to follow the peak
LGMD firing rate with a fixed delay11. Angular object size is also
closely related to obstacle avoidance behaviours in tethered flying
locusts19.
How then does the LGMD compute this angular threshold? The
LGMD receives, onto a large dendritic fan, excitatory retinotopic
inputs that convey, to a first approximation, the angular velocity,
v˙(t) of the approaching object21 (field A, Fig. 1a and b, green;
Supplementary Information). In addition, two dendritic fields
arborize in distinct regions of the lobula and receive phasic nonretinotopic, feedforward inhibition related to object size, v(t)
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(refs 11, 22; fields B and C, Fig. 1a and b, red). We therefore
investigated phenomenological models based on combinations of
angular velocity and size11,12 that could describe the responses of
the LGMD to approaching objects. The firing rate of the LGMD was
fitted with functions of v˙(t) and v(t) using a fixed number of
parameters. Additive combinations of motion-dependent excitation and size-dependent inhibition could not fit experimental
firing rate profiles. By contrast, fits based on the multiplication of an
excitatory angular velocity term by an inhibitory (negative) exponential of object size, ½v_ expð2avÞ; accounted well for most of the
response time-course over a wide range of l/jvj values in 10 neurons
(Fig. 1c, blue line; Supplementary Information equation (1)).
Theoretical arguments12 show that only this multiplicative combination of excitation and inhibition predicts the linear relationship
between peak firing rate and l/jvj observed experimentally (Fig. 1d,
bottom). These results suggest that the LGMD multiplies its
two types of synaptic inputs related to motion and size of an
approaching object.

Figure 1 Properties of a neuronal circuit involved in locust escape behaviour and obstacle
avoidance. a, The LGMD’s large dendritic fan (A) arborizes in the lobula. Two additional
dendritic arborizations (B, C) receive distinct synaptic inputs (asterisks represent dendritic
and axonal recording sites of Figs 3 and 4; scale bar, 20 mm). b, top, fan A receives
feedforward excitation (green), while B and C receive feedforward inhibition (red). Lateral
inhibition (red) is presynaptic on the excitatory pathway (A). The LGMD synapses onto the
DCMD, a neuron that relays spikes in a 1:1 manner to thoracic motor centres. Bottom,
diagram illustrating the presentation of approaching squares (half-size, l ; velocity, v , 0;
ref. 12). v(t) depends only on l / jv j. c, Responses to approaching squares
(l /jv j ¼ 30 ms). Top, angular size of the stimulus as a function of time relative to collision
(t coll). Middle, mean instantaneous firing rate ^ s.d. (magenta line and dots). Fit with
multiplicative model in blue (Supplementary Information). Bottom, spike rasters (10 trials).
Star, peak instantaneous firing rate. Triangle, threshold firing rate of 50 spikes s21.
d, Top, peak instantaneous firing rate as a function of l / jv j (maximal rate:
260 ^ 85 spikes s21, mean ^ s.d., 10 neurons). Blue stars, obtained from model fit as
in c; mean correlation with l / jv j: 2 0.88 ^ 0.19 (10 animals). Bottom, relation between
peak (stars) or threshold (triangles) firing times relative to collision and l / jv j is linear.
NATURE | VOL 420 | 21 NOVEMBER 2002 | www.nature.com/nature

The excitatory motion-sensitive afferents to the LGMD are also
subject to lateral inhibition mediated by a presynaptic network
(Fig. 1b) that reduces responses to translating objects21,23. Thus, an
alternative model of the LGMD’s responses to approaching objects
has been proposed, where presynaptic and lateral—rather than
postsynaptic and feedforward—inhibition competes with motiondependent excitation during approach. In this model, feedforward
postsynaptic inhibition intervenes only after object motion
ceases13,14. Numerical simulations showed that appropriately
timed lateral inhibition could indeed play an important role in
controlling excitation during object approach13. However, because
object angular size, v(t), depends nonlinearly on time during the
approach, it is not clear whether experimental results obtained with
translating objects carry over to approaching objects. Lateral inhibition is mediated by local interactions21,23 and as the object’s
angular speed increases during approach, it is expected to have
decreasing influence because its speed of activation is limited by
propagation time and synaptic delays13.
We set out to compare the contributions of feedforward (postsynaptic) and lateral (presynaptic) inhibition in controlling excitation during looming. We designed stimuli that preferentially
activate either form of inhibition, and monitored their effect on
the LGMD’s firing profiles and peak firing time. Figure 2a illustrates
one of eight experiments during which an approaching object (top)

Figure 2 Effect of activating lateral or feedforward inhibition on peak firing time (magenta
lines). a, Approaching stimulus (top) was presented either alone (middle) or in the
presence of a pattern of white/grey stripes (bottom) slowly flowing outwards (inset).
b, Peak firing time relative to collision with or without background pattern (top) and mean
spike number (bottom) for each l / jv j value (mean ^ s.d. 10 repetitions). c, Same as a,
but the background pattern suddenly appeared (green horizontal bar) and moved
outwards at a higher speed. d, Same as b for stimulus presented in c. In top panel, stars
represent mean peak firing time in trials where it was clamped owing to background
pattern motion. Data in a, b are from a different neuron than those in c, d.
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was either shown alone (top raster) or superimposed on a patterned
background (bottom raster) flowing slowly outwards from the
centre of the screen (inset). Such slow-flowing stimuli predominantly activate lateral presynaptic inhibition without eliciting
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs), that is, without invoking
feedforward inhibition (Fig. 3; refs 21, 22). When shown in
isolation, these stimuli did not elicit responses in the LGMD, except
for 1–2 spikes at the onset of motion. When combined with a
looming stimulus, the flowing background caused a significant
reduction in the number of spikes fired by the LGMD at all l/jvj
values (Fig. 2b, bottom; P , 0.0005, rank-sum test). Yet, this
reduction occurred exclusively early during the approach: as soon
as the object exceeded 23.68 ^ 12.28 (8 animals, 5 l/jvj values per
animal), the LGMD’s responses were virtually unaffected, except for
a slight delay in peak firing time (Fig. 2a, b). Neither peak firing rate
nor the number of spikes fired in a 100-ms window around the peak
were statistically different under both conditions (P . 0.1, signed
rank-sum test; n ¼ 8).
These results contrast sharply with those obtained when the same
patterned background appeared abruptly 200 ms before the end of
looming (Fig. 2c, green bar) and flowed outwards for 50 ms at a high
speed (10 animals; Methods). Such fast-flow stimuli effectively
activate postsynaptic inhibition (refs 21, 22; Fig. 2d, bottom;
P , 0.05, rank-sum test), a result confirmed by intracellular
recordings (Fig. 3a). Activity of the LGMD ceased abruptly
about 40 ms after fast-flow onset (Fig. 2c, bottom rasters). More

importantly, in 70% of approaches (for 10 animals) the time of peak
firing was closely related to the time of fast-flow onset (Fig. 2d, top).
Hence, for all values of l/jvj tested, lateral inhibition could not
antagonize excitation when the approaching stimulus was closest to
collision (v . 23.68; Fig. 2a), whereas postsynaptic inhibition was
highly effective, even during periods of robust LGMD excitation
(Fig. 2c). These results indicate that, as contact nears, postsynaptic
inhibition of the LGMD becomes increasingly important in controlling its firing.
We further investigated the time course of inhibition during
object approach using local injection of picrotoxin (PCTX), a
blocker of chloride channels24,25 (Methods; n ¼ 10). The drug was
applied to dendritic fields B and C of the LGMD. Because lateral
inhibition is thought to be mediated by muscarinic acetylcholine
receptors in the lobula23, this manipulation selectively inactivated
postsynaptic inhibitory inputs to the LGMD. Figure 3 illustrates
LGMD responses to approaching objects before (Fig. 3a) and after
(Fig. 3b) PCTX application. Block of postsynaptic inhibition during
object approach increased response strength (Fig. 3c, left;
P , 0.008, rank-sum test; n ¼ 10) and peak instantaneous firing
rate (191 ^ 60%, mean ^ s.d., n ¼ 10). This delayed the peak
firing time (Fig. 3c, right; P , 0.008, rank-sum test; n ¼ 10) and
prolonged the responses. To estimate the time at which postsynaptic
inhibition started to control excitation significantly, we computed
the angle subtended by the stimulus when the mean instantaneous
firing rates in control and PCTX started to differ (P . 0.05, t-test).

Figure 3 Effect of picrotoxin (PCTX) on the LGMD’s responses to approaching stimuli.
a, Middle 3 intracellular traces illustrate responses to an approaching stimulus (top,
dendritic recording; b, schematic inset). Bottom 3 traces are responses to the same
stimulus with the fast flow (green bar). Note the IPSPs (yellow). b, Same protocol after
PCTX application (inset). The bottom 3 traces reveal excitation at the time when inhibition
was previously present (yellow). c, Mean number of spikes (left) and mean peak firing time
(right) before (blue) and after (red) PCTX application at two values of l / jv j (^s.d., 5
repetitions). d, Presentation of the fast flow alone (arrow head, middle traces) elicits
EPSPs followed by long-lasting IPSPs. In PCTX, IPSPs are replaced by EPSPs that elicit
bursts of spikes (truncated). Top, responses to background alone. Data in d are from a
different neuron than those in a–c.

Figure 4 Transformation between membrane potential (V m) and firing rate at the spike
initiation zone. a, Approaching stimulus (top), recordings from the DCMD (middle,
extracellular) and from the LGMD (bottom, intracellular) close to its spike initiation zone
–
(b, inset). Orange trace is membrane potential after median filtering (V m ). Inset, bracketed
–
portion of Vm and (V m) expanded 3 times. b, Top panel presents median filtered
membrane potential (orange line is same trace as in a; 5 repetitions). Bottom 5 traces
were recorded after TTX application to the axon (inset). c, Mean traces in control and TTX
(from b) were fitted with a third-order polynomial (black) and used to compute the mean
temporal difference (352 ms) in membrane potential over the response rising phase.
d, Fit of mean instantaneous firing rate, kf l, as a function of mean, median filtered
membrane potential (mean ^ s.d.; solid and dotted black lines) with linear, third-power
and exponential models.
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The average angle was 23.38 ^ 198 (mean ^ s.d., 10 animals and 4 l/
jvj protocols per animal), that is, similar to that beyond which
lateral inhibition normally loses its influence on the LGMD’s
responses to an approaching object (Fig. 2a). From then on, the
difference between instantaneous firing rate in control and PCTX
steadily increased to reach 191% at the peak, consistent with
inhibition depending on object size11.
We then presented the approaching object in conjunction with
the transient, fast outward flow shown in Fig. 2. Large IPSPs were
seen in controls (Fig. 3a, yellow), consistent with previous results
(Fig. 2c). Following PCTX injection, a strong excitatory response of
duration similar to the presentation of the fast outward flow was
revealed (Fig. 3b, yellow). Thus, the fast outward-flowing pattern
normally activates concurrent excitation and inhibition, with inhibition rapidly dominating. To confirm this hypothesis we presented
the transient fast outward-flow stimulus without approaching
object, again in the absence and presence of PCTX (Fig. 3d;
n ¼ 4). In controls, an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP)
arose shortly after the onset of the flow stimulus (arrowhead),
before being curtailed by a long-lasting IPSP. After PCTX injection,
the same stimulus caused a strong and long-lasting excitation
(Fig. 3d). We conclude that postsynaptic inhibition, presumably
mediated by GABAA synapses23,24, potently controls the competing
postsynaptic excitation.
Taken together, these results favour a scheme based on the control
of excitation by postsynaptic rather than presynaptic inhibition
during object approach. Furthermore, they show that the onset of
postsynaptic inhibition is tightly matched to the fading of presynaptic inhibition. Under these conditions, a plausible model
for the biophysical implementation of the multiplication of angular
velocity (v˙) and angular size (exp(2av)) components could be by
way of a postsynaptic subtraction of their logarithms26, followed
by exponentiation11,12. This amounts to implementing a £ (1/b) as
exp(log a 2 log b), a technique commonly used in analogue integrated circuits27. Because our phenomenological fits of the LGMD’s
responses characterize its firing rate as a function of v˙ exp(2av), the
exponentiation of log v 2 av could occur as the membrane potential is converted into spike output at the initiation zone by active
membrane conductances. We tested this directly by characterizing
the mapping between the intracellular membrane potential close to
the spike initiation zone and firing frequency. Because the LGMD is a
large neuron, intracellular recordings can be made either in its
dendritic fields or in the axon, close to the initiation zone. The site of
impalement is determined by the position of the recording electrode,
and can be verified after staining the cell and from the action
potential waveform at the recording site (dendritic, Fig. 3a, b;
axonal, Fig. 4a, b).
We first determined whether voltage-dependent sodium channels
in (or close to) the axon participate in any other way than in
converting membrane potential into instantaneous firing rate. To
this end, we recorded the axonal, intracellular membrane potential
(V m) in response to approaching objects before and after local
injection of the sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) proximal to the recording site (Fig. 4b, inset). Drug ejection was
monitored by adding a dye to the ejected solution (Methods).
This pharmacological manipulation abolished firing responses
while leaving peak depolarizing synaptic potentials unaffected
(Fig. 4b). In contrast, injections of TTX in the second optic chiasm
onto presynaptic excitatory afferents to the LGMD abolished all
membrane depolarizations (not shown). The control membrane
–
potential (Vm; in absence of TTX, Fig. 4b) was extracted by median
filtering (Fig. 4a, inset, and 4b, orange lines; Methods). Comparison
of TTX and control membrane potential traces revealed a considerable temporal shift (Fig. 4b), which we quantified by computing the
average time difference between identical membrane potentials
observed in the two conditions (average of the horizontal dotted
lines’ length in Fig. 4c). TTX-sensitive sodium conductances
NATURE | VOL 420 | 21 NOVEMBER 2002 | www.nature.com/nature

advanced the response of the LGMD by 180 ^ 110 ms (7 animals,
4 l/jvj values per animal). Thus, TTX-sensitive conductances at or
close to the spike initiation zone do not only serve to generate
action potentials. They also normally accelerate the depolarization
of the membrane potential during object approach.
Second, we measured the nonlinear transformation28 between
average postsynaptic potential at the axon (without pharmacological agents, after median filtering to remove spikes) and instantaneous firing rate. This nonlinear relationship is plotted in Fig. 4d
for the experiment of Fig. 4a, b, averaged over different values of the
looming stimulus parameter l/jvj. In this case, a third-order power
law best described the transformation of membrane potential to
firing rate (Fig. 4d). The same analysis was performed with 10
LGMD neurons, each from a different animal (Supplementary
Table 1). In 7 out of 10 neurons (for example, Fig. 4d), a thirdorder power law best described the data. In one animal, no singleparameter model provided a good fit. In another, a sixth-order
nonlinearity even closer to exponential than third order was
required. In the last, exponential and third-power models could
not be distinguished statistically.
Our experimental data suggest that two transformations occur
between the LGMD membrane potential and firing rate during
object approach. First is a temporal shift of the membrane potential
time-course, resulting in a phase-advance of the spiking response
(Fig. 4c). Because this shift represents a large fraction of the
approach duration (.150 ms on average), it significantly amplifies
motion-sensitive excitation. Together with the effective angular
ranges of lateral and feedforward inhibition (Figs 2 and 3), this
information places new constraints on the activation dynamics of
presynaptic afferents to the LGMD during object approach. The
second transformation is a nonlinear, expansive mapping of membrane potential into firing rate. Within the range of membrane
potentials observed at the spike initiation zone, this transformation
is best fitted by a third power that is remarkably close, but not
identical, to an exponentiation (Fig. 4d). This suggests that either
multiplication is only approximately implemented by a log-exp
transform, or, alternatively, that part of the exponentiation occurs
upstream of the spike initiation zone. Both transformations rely, at
least in part, on TTX-sensitive channels.
In conclusion, we propose that the phenomenological fit between
spatiotemporal features of approaching objects and the LGMD’s
firing rate—a product of two terms—represents the output of a
dendritic and axonal implementation of multiplication by way of a
log-exp transformation. We have suggested11,12 that multiplication
could be carried out by the exponentiation of a sum of two
postsynaptic currents or potentials: a positive excitatory one,
representing the logarithm of angular velocity26 and a negative
one, representing angular size. We have shown here that the
influence of angular velocity is excitatory and postsynaptic, and
that the influence of angular size is inhibitory and postsynaptic.
These results imply that multiplication occurs within LGMD itself,
rather than presynaptically. Because the resulting axonal membrane
potential maps onto output firing rate by way of an expansive
nonlinearity close to an exponential, our experimental data are
consistent with an approximate implementation by a log-exp
transformation.
Multiplicative interactions between distinct sensory or extrasensory variables have been reported in other preparations1–5,
although it has proved difficult either to identify the specific
neurons responsible for these computations, or to map different
sensory inputs onto distinct synaptic contributions to a single
neuron. Thus the question of whether single neurons can
implement multiplication remained largely open. Although several
aspects of this computation remain to be characterized—in particular, the exact temporal dependence of feedforward excitation
and inhibition on speed and size during object approach and their
integration within the LGMD’s dendritic tree—our results suggest
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that the biophysical underpinning of such a nonlinear operation can
be described mechanistically in a single neuron.
A

Methods
Electrophysiology
Dissections and extracellular recordings from 45 descending contralateral movement
detector (DCMD) neurons were as described in refs 12 and 20. We used extra-cellular
recordings from the DCMD to monitor the spike activity of the LGMD because their
spiking outputs match perfectly (Fig. 4a). Intracellular recordings from the LGMD
(n ¼ 91 animals) were obtained using glass microelectrodes filled with 2 M potassium
acetate solution (30–80 MQ). Typical intracellular recordings times were 40 min – 1 h.
Stainings (Fig. 1a) were obtained by iontophoresis of Lucifer yellow (2% in aqueous
solution). Local drug injections were performed using pulled and microforged glass
micropipettes (final diameter, ,1 mm), backfilled with PCTX (5 mM) or TTX (1 mM) in
aqueous solution and 0.5% (w/v) Fast green for visualization. Further technical details are
available in Supplementary Information. Intracellular signals were amplified in bridge or
DCC mode using an Axoclamp 2B (Axon Instruments) or SEL-10 (NPI) amplifier.

Visual stimulation
Visual stimulation procedures have been described previously12,20. Briefly, black squares
approaching perpendicular to the main body axis towards the eye (duration, 0.6–5.7 s) at
various values of l/jvj were presented in pseudo random order. Background flow stimuli
consisted of alternating bright and grey (30% contrast) concentric rectangles moving
outwards towards the screen boundaries at constant temporal frequency. For the slowflow stimulus (Fig. 2a), the temporal frequency of light/dark transitions was set between 6
and 12 Hz. For the fast stimulus (Figs 2c, 3a, b, d), the temporal frequency was 50 Hz.
Further details as well as procedures used to minimize habituation29 of the responses are
described in Supplementary information.
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Signal transduction through Toll-like receptors (TLRs) originates from their intracellular Toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR)
domain, which binds to MyD88, a common adaptor protein
containing a TIR domain1–4. Although cytokine production is
completely abolished in MyD88-deficient mice, some responses
to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), including the induction of interferon-inducible genes and the maturation of dendritic cells, are
still observed5–7. Another adaptor, TIRAP (also known as Mal),
has been cloned as a molecule that specifically associates with
TLR4 and thus may be responsible for the MyD88-independent
response8,9 . Here we report that LPS-induced splenocyte
proliferation and cytokine production are abolished in mice
lacking TIRAP. As in MyD88-deficient mice, LPS activation of
the nuclear factor NF-kB and mitogen-activated protein kinases
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